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“It’s Cool” (to be weird) 
Copper Tony’s Remix of the song “Que Mae Más Raro” by Mostacho XPRMNT. 

Directed by JC Gorritti 



THE PRODUCT OF MULTIPLE CO-CREATORS FOUND ITS OWN VOICE 

“When I first sat at the Berklee piano rooms, in Boston, and composed this 12-tone melody, 
I never imagined that it would have lyrics by a Malaysian singer, be recorded in New York 
City with musicians from USA, Korea, Ecuador and Venezuela; then be remixed by 
producers like Copper Tony and ultimately have a videoclip from a Peruvian film director.”  

- Andrés Marín, co-composer and producer of the original song. 



OUR STORY | THE SONG 

In 2012, Andrés Marín wrote 5 bars of a melody and bass 
line on the piano, under the tittle “Qué Mae Más 
Raro” (What a weird dude); later Japanese and Uruguayan 
musicians, Haruka Yabuno and Alejandro Zorrilla 
respectively, reinterpreted the harmony of the piece.  

It was Malaysian singer-songwriter NJWA who, soon after, 
wrote the lyrics for the first verse and the chorus of the song. 
That version was performed live by Marín’s band Mostacho 
Xprmnt on multiple occasions. 

In 2015, the band decided to record the song for Music 
Dribble Entertainment (MDE). Marín wrote lyrics for a 
second verse. Then a bridge was added co-written by Marín 
and Korean singer Song Yi Jeon, who also recorded the 
vocals. 

OUR STORY | THE REMIX 

In 2017, MDE gave free will to producers Copper Tony, 28 
Lines and Matt Sokol to remix the song as they wished. 

Three songs, now available online, are the result of this 
collaborative project.  

Copper Tony’s experiment, in particular, is a Dofflin Mixed 
tune with a catchy synth line that inspired the creativity of 
Peruvian filmmaker JC Gorritti who immediately jumped on 
board to direct a video clip for it. 



OUR STORY | THE VIDEO CLIP 

In 2018, filmmaker JC Gorritti started the two year long process of creating the video clip 
for Copper Tony’s Remix. 

The journey of the song went from an ode to weirdness, to a satire of the world of online 
dating and how weirdness can be used as an excuse for acceptance or rejection. 

The faces featured on the video were found through different social circles, some of which 
are also musicians and filmmakers. 

The video was filmed in Brooklyn, New York. 



 

“Why it took me nearly 2 years to complete this project?  

I chose the long - and slow - walk, because I wanted to explore my ideas and teach myself 
how to translate them to the screen. It really is a long story with many ups and downs. I’ll 
be sharing it soon enough on a mini documentary in the hopes that my experiences would 
help aspiring filmmakers to approach their own projects in their own unique way. Because it 
really is cool… to be weird”. 

- JC Gorritti, Director. 



About Mostacho Xprmnt 

Mostacho Xprmnt is a Jazz Fusion/NeoSoul band from Brooklyn, NY founded by Costa 
Rican Andrés Marín. They currently perform and record in a trio format with Luis D’Elías on 
guitar, Dave Lowenthal on bass and Andrés Marín on drums. They are working on their first 
full length album titled Dream Fulfillment Handbook which includes vocalists Leala Cyr, Song 
Yi Jeon and NJWA. 

The band has performed in New York, Boston, Costa Rica, Nicaragua and Malaysia and at 
venues such as Berklee Performance Center, No Black Tie in Kuala Lumpur, Rockwood 
Music Hall and Pianos in NYC. 

About Matt Giella (Copper Tony) 

Copper Tony is the production alias of multi-instrumentalist, songwriter, and producer Matt 
Giella. Based in New Jersey, he has released 6 instrumental albums and is currently working 
on a bunch of different solo projects. He got his start by recreating early Kanye West songs 
on a used Akai MPC1000 and credits his sound to creatively combining the art of sampling 
with a solid understanding of more traditional composing techniques.  

His current influences include the west coast Hip Hop duo Blu & Exile, Toronto based 
producer PUSHER, and major pop music artists such as Ariana Grande and Selena Gomez. 

He also does trumpet session work on Fiverr.com (fiverr.com/share/p3kK3G) and recently 
released his first sample pack (gum.co/realtrumpetsamplekit) 

About JC Gorritti 

JC Gorritti is a multi-talented creative mind, whose shameless flirting with the multiple 
modern arts makes it rare for one of his personal projects to be completed and released. 
“Music was my first love and film sound engineering my first serious relationship. However, 
the close contact I’ve had over the years with so many creative people - in such diverse 
areas as the ones involved in the process of filmmaking - made me discover a much wider 
field of vision for my creative curiosity to explore”. 

The work of sound engineer JC Gorritti can be heard in all kinds of audiovisual productions 
made in the last 13 years. His most ambitious venture yet - producing and directing a feature 
length documentary film, 5 years in the making - has put his talents to the test, in areas like 
editing, visual effects, music composing and even acting. “Producing and directing are 
necessary evils, I wish I could simply snap my fingers to materialize my visions directly into 
films, music or books”. 

https://www.fiverr.com/share/p3kK3G
https://gum.co/realtrumpetsamplekit


 
About Music Dribble Entertainment 

Music Dribble Entertainment or Mdribble, is a Brooklyn based Record Label and Music 
Publisher. The project initiates to foment collaboration and community building around the 
music industry. It aims to find new ways in which artists and record labels can work 
beneficially. They have focused on Experimental Electronic Music or IDM, but are open to 
other musical genres like Jazz, NeoSoul and Indie Rock. 

Listen to the song! 

Contact info 

Andrés Marín | Music Dribble Entertainment 
MusicDribble@gmail.com 
USA Mobile/WhatsApp: +1 857.654.0614 

Website + Social Media: 
musicdribble.com/remix 

Instagram: @mdribble 
Twitter:  @mostachoxprmnt 

facebook.com/musicdribble 
youtube.com/mostachoexperiment 

JC Gorritti | Independent filmmaker 
josecgorritti@gmail.com 
USA Mobile/WhatsApp: +1 973.955.7898 

Website + Social Media: 
josesoundartist.com  |  nadaquever.tv 

vimeo.com/josesoundartist 

Instagram: @jcgorritti 
Twitter: @jcgorritti 

youtube.com/nadaquever 
facebook.com/nadaqueverpuntotv 

Spotify Apple Music Soundcloud

https://sptfy.com/98MR https://apple.co/3cf0X1p https://bit.ly/3bdmAOq
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